
Resolutions run the gamut
of legislative concerns

From Roosevelt to Roseau, legislators
have spoken their minds - even when it
has little or nothing to do with state
business.

They do so in the form of resolutions:
those stiff, formal expressions of law
makers' collective thought.

In 1945, for example, lawmakers let
the family of President Franklin Roosev
elt know they were thinking of them
when the popillar president died in office.
They passed a resolution of condolence.

This year, when tiny Roseau's hockey
team won the state hockey tournament in
Hoosier-like fashion, legislators once
again spoke their collective minds:

"BE IT RESOLVED ... the House of
Representatives of the State of Minnesota
congratulates the Roseau High School
Rams Hockey Team for winning the
1990 State High School Hockey Tourna
ment."

Resolutions run the gamut of legisla
tors' feelings. Iran and the Soviet Union,
for example, each have been targets of
recent resolutions.

Legislators used resolutions to con
demn Iran for its treatment of author
Salman Rushdie; they also memorialized
Congress and the president to try to halt
Iranian persecution ofits Baha'i minor
ity.

Resolutions targeted at the Soviet
Union have protested discrimination
against Jews, and asked that it provide
exit visas for Soviet Jews being held as
prisoners of conscience.

But there have also been a number of
resolutions on the domestic front. They
have been used to ask for more funding
from Congress for agriculture, environ
ment, and veterans' programs.

Resolutions have also dealt with less
pressing topics. For example, a 1984
resolution proclaimed that Minnesota and
Bavaria had become sister states.

Olher resolutions notified the United

States Olympic Committee of the state's
support for the XXVI Olympiad and for
the enactment of a national health
insurance program.

The Legislature also passes resolutions
to ratify state and federal constitutional
amendments. Last year, they adopted a
resolution that called on members of the
U.S. Congress to delay their pay raises
until after the next election occurs.

The Minnesota resolution was an
attempt to ratify a proposed U.S. consti
tutional amendment that was first
suggested back in 1789, but has yet to be
adopted.

Resolutions are also used to adjourn
the Legislature or invoke changes in rules
governing its operation.

Resolutions are treated much like bills.
They usually have bill numbers, move
through committees, and are voted on by
both houses of the Legislature. Some
resolutions even have the effect of law if
they're signed by the governor.

House advisories

In 1973, then-Speaker Rep. Martin
Olav Sabo created House "advisories,"

.which are internal requests for studies on
particular issues.

Advisories are introduced like bills and
are sent to committees for study, usually
during the interim.

They start with the words "a proposal
to study ..." and usually involve an issue
a legislator is concerned about.

This year, 14 advisories have been
introduced. Among them are proposals to
study the possibility of a state-sponsored
group health insurance plan, affirmative
action programs for Minnesota financial
institutions, and links between cancer and
exposure to electromagnetic fields.

Depending on the outcome of their
studies, representatives mayor may not
choose to introduce a bill on the topic.
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